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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 

 

ENGLISH I     G01H09     1 credit      Open to 9 

In this course, students will practice literacy skills through an integrated model. Specifically, students will read literature and 

informational text, practice academic writing, conduct research, engage in speaking and listening skills, and apply language skills. 

Students will closely read and analyze a variety of literary selections (short stories, novels, articles, essays, speeches, drama, and 

poetry) as well as informational texts (personal essays, speeches, opinion pieces, biographies, memoirs, etc.) and communicate this 

analysis through discussion, presentation, and writing tasks. Across all writing formats, students will develop a central idea, maintain a 

coherent focus in their writing, and elaborate the points they make with well-documented and relevant examples, facts, and details. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 

 

ENGLISH I/ HONORS     G01H09HN   1 credit      Open to 9 

The Honors English I course is based upon the same general description as English I. Every honors course expands upon the standard 

course, as described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document.   

 

ENGLISH II     G01H10     1 credit      Open to 10 

English II shares the same standards as English I but significantly increases the rigor with which those standards are taught. Students 

will practice literacy skills through an integrated model. Specifically, students will read literature and informational text, practice 

academic writing, conduct research, engage in speaking and listening skills, and apply language skills. Students will closely read and 

analyze a variety of literary selections (short stories, novels, articles, essays, speeches, drama, and poetry) as well as informational 

texts (personal essays, speeches, opinion pieces, biographies, memoirs, etc.) and communicate this analysis through discussion, 

presentation, and writing tasks. Across all writing formats, students will develop a central idea, maintain a coherent focus in their 

writing, and elaborate the points they make with well-documented and relevant examples, facts, and details. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 

 

ENGLISH II/ HONORS   G01H10HN   1 credit      Open to 10 

Honors English II is based upon the same general description as English II. Every honors course expands upon the standard course, as 

described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

ENGLISH III    G01H11     1 credit      Open to 11 

English III continues the student’s growth in all language arts skills with an increased emphasis on building sophistication and 

effective style in all forms of communication. Students will continue to practice literacy skills through an integrated model. . 

Specifically, students will read literature and informational text, practice academic writing, conduct research, engage in speaking and 

listening skills, and apply language skills. Students will closely read and analyze a variety of literary selections (short stories, novels, 

articles, essays, speeches, drama, and poetry) as well as informational texts (personal essays, speeches, opinion pieces, biographies, 

memoirs, etc.) and communicate this analysis through discussion, presentation, and writing tasks. Across all writing formats, students 

will develop a central idea, maintain a coherent focus in their writing, and elaborate the points they make with well-documented and 

relevant examples, facts, and details. 

 

 

ENGLISH III/ HONORS   G01H11HN   1 credit                   Open to 11  

The Honors English III course is based upon the same general description as English III. Every honors course expands upon the 

standard course, as described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document.   

 

ENGLISH IV   G01H13     1 credit                   Open to 12  

English IV shares the same standards as English III but significantly increases the rigor with which those standards are taught. 

Students will practice literacy skills through an integrated model. Specifically, students will read literature and informational text, 

practice academic writing, conduct research, engage in speaking and listening skills, and apply language skills. Students will closely 

read and analyze a variety of literary selections (short stories, novels, articles, essays, speeches, drama, and poetry) as well as 

informational texts (personal essays, speeches, opinion pieces, biographies, memoirs, etc.) and communicate this analysis through 

discussion, presentation, and writing tasks. Across all writing formats, students will develop a central idea, maintain a coherent focus 

in their writing, and elaborate the points they make with well-documented and relevant examples, facts, and details. 
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ENGLISH IV/ HONORS   G01H13HN   1 credit                                Open to 12  

The Honors English IV course is based upon the same general description as English IV. Every honors course expands upon the 

standard course, as described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT [AP] ENGLISH LANGUAGE / COMPOSITION   G01H17    1 credit               Open to 11,12 

An AP course in English Language and Composition engages students in becoming skilled readers of prose written in a variety of 

rhetorical contexts and in becoming skilled writers who compose for a variety of purposes. Both their writing and their reading should 

make students aware of the interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience expectations, and subjects, as well as the way genre 

conventions and the resources of language contribute to effectiveness in writing. Each student will be required to take the AP 

assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT [AP] ENGLISH LITERATURE / COMPOSITION    G01H18      1 credit                   Open to 12 

An AP English Literature and Composition course engages students in the careful reading and critical analysis of imaginative 

literature. Through the close reading of selected texts, students deepen their understanding of the ways writers use language to provide 

both meaning and pleasure for their readers. As they read, students consider a work’s structure, style and themes, as well as such 

smaller-scale elements as the use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and tone.  Each student will be required to take the AP 

assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

SPEECH & COMMUNICATIONS     G01H06          1 credit               Open to 9,10,11,12 

Speech fosters the development of skills to generate ideas, research topics, organize information, and prepare for oral presentations. 

This class focuses on interpersonal communication and public speaking. Units of study include building confidence, effective 

listening, interviewing skills, group dynamics, career and family communication issues, and informative, persuasive, and special 

occasion speaking. In order to become a more effective communicator, students will prepare ideas in an organized format, speak 

clearly with confidence and poise, and listen critically to others. This course will prepare students for the interpersonal/speech 

communication course required at most colleges and universities.  

 

CREATIVE WRITING   G01H16    1 credit                           Open to 9,10,11,12 

This course will allow students to use additional writing experiences to promote self-expression, to explore various writing styles, and 

to strive for variety in diction, sentence structure, and format. Students will be expected to develop fluency, logic, clarity, and 

creativity, while writing for a variety of modes and audiences. This course will focus on the steps of the writing process while utilizing 

technology. 

 

ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING   G01H00                1 credit              Open to 10,11,12 

Advanced Creative Writing shares the same standards as Creative Writing but significantly increases the rigor with which those 

standards are taught. This course will allow students to refine their writing.  Students will further develop and use technology in the 

writing process. 

 

DUAL ENROLLMENT ENGLISH COMP I 1010 & COMP II 1020  S1 G01H30DE, S2 G01H31DE    Open to 11, 12                  

1 credit (6 College credits)  

Prerequisites. Final placement in the class will be based on Spring ACT English & Reading Sub-scores of 18 or above. 

In collaboration with Nashville State Community College, West Creek High School offers English Composition 1010 and 

English Composition 1020 to provide the opportunity to earn college English credit while still in high school. In DE English 

Comp I 1010 students read critical texts, benefitting from diverse perspectives and rhetorical patterns. Students examine their 

own composing process and explore rhetorical and linguistic options. Traditional forms of academic composition – exposition, 

analysis, and persuasion – are emphasized in the first semester. Students will compose a minimum of five essays to include a 

research paper. 

**Teacher Recommendation forms will need to be completed prior to registering for the course.** 

 

The second semester of DE English Comp II 1020, emphasizes argumentative and analytical writing. As students learn advanced 
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methods of composition, they will apply those methods to the critical analysis and explication of literature. Students will further 

demonstrate their critical writing skills using the elements of persuasion, resource evidence, and advanced methods of research. 

Students will also compose a minimum of five essays to include a research paper 

 

 

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 

ALGEBRA I   G02H00    1 credit       Open to 9 

Algebra I emphasizes linear and quadratic expressions, equations, and functions.  This course also introduces students to exponential 

functions with domains in the integers.  Students explore the structures of and interpret functions and other mathematical models.  

Students build upon previous knowledge to reason, solve, and represent equations and inequalities in multiple ways.  

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

ALGEBRA I/ HONORS   G02H00 HN  1 credit            Open to 9 meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Teacher Recommendation 
Honors Algebra I is based upon the same general description as Algebra I. Every honors course expands upon the standard course, as 

described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

 

GEOMETRY   G02H11    1 credit    Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisite: Algebra I 

Geometry emphasizes similarity, right triangle trigonometry, congruence, and modeling geometry concepts in real life situations.  

Students build upon previous knowledge of similarity, congruence, and triangles to prove theorems and reason mathematically.  This 

course also introduces students to geometric constructions and circles.   

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

GEOMETRY/ HONORS   G02H11 HN  1 credit    Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I and Teacher Recommendation 
Honors Geometry is based upon the same general description as Geometry. Every honors course expands upon the standard course, as 

described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

 

ALGEBRA II   G02H05    1 credit    Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I and Geometry 

Algebra II emphasizes polynomial, rational, radical, logarithmic, and exponential expressions, equations, and/or functions.  This 

course also introduces students to the complex number system and foundational statistics skills such as interpretation of data and 

conditional probability.  Students build upon previous knowledge to reason, solve, and represent equations and inequalities in multiple 

ways. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

ALGEBRA II/ HONORS   G02H05 HN  1 credit    Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, and Teacher Recommendation 
Honors Algebra II is based upon the same general description as Algebra II.  Every honors course expands upon the standard course, 

as described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 

BRIDGE MATHEMATICS   G02H41  1 credit         Open to 12 
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Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II 

Students scoring 19 or higher on the math sub-score of the ACT may NOT be enrolled in this course. 

Bridge Math is a course intended to build upon concepts taught in previous courses to allow students to gain a deeper knowledge of 

the real and complex number systems as well as the structure, use, and application of equations, expressions, and functions.  Functions 

emphasized include linear, quadratic, and polynomial.  Students continue mastery of geometric concepts such as similarity, 

congruence, right triangles, and circles.  Students use categorical and quantitative data to model real life situations and rules of 

probability to compute probabilities of compound events. 

 

PRECALCULUS   G02H74    1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II 

PreCalculus is designed to prepare students for college-level STEM focused courses.  Students extend their knowledge of the complex 

number system to use complex numbers in polynomial identities and equations.  Topics for student mastery include vectors and matrix 

quantities, sequences and series, parametric equations, and conic sections.  Students use previous knowledge to continue progressing 

in their understanding of trigonometric functions and using regression equations to model quantitative data.  Students enrolling in 

PreCalculus should have scored at least a 22 on the math sub-score of the ACT. 

 

PRECALCULUS/ HONORS   G02H74 HN  1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and Teacher Recommendation 
Honors PreCalculus is based upon the same general description as PreCalculus. Every honors course expands upon the standard 

course, as described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

STATISTICS   G02H37     1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II 

Statistics is designed to introduce students to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from 

data.  The major themes in Statistics include: interpreting categorical and quantitative data, conditional probability and other rules of 

probability, using probability to make decisions, and making inferences and justifying conclusions. 

 

 

CALCULUS   G02H18     1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisite: PreCalculus 

Calculus is designed for students interested in STEM-based careers and builds on the concepts studied in PreCalculus.  Calculus is 

primarily concerned with developing the student’s understanding of the concepts of calculus and providing experience with its 

methods and applications. The course emphasizes a multi-representational approach to calculus, with concepts, results, and problems 

being expressed graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally. Subject areas include functions, graphs, limits, derivatives, and 

an introduction to integrals.  

 

AP CALCULUS AB   G02H24    1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: PreCalculus and Teacher Recommendation 

AP Calculus AB is primarily concerned with developing the student’s understanding of the concepts of calculus and providing 

experience with its methods and applications. The course emphasizes a multi-representational approach to calculus, with concepts, 

results, and problems being expressed graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally. Subject areas include functions, graphs, 

limits, derivatives, and integrals. The use of technology is essential to the student’s understanding of core concepts in this course. Each 

student will be required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is 

determined by the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

 

AP CALCULUS BC   G02H25    1 credit   Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: AP Calculus AB and Teacher Recommendation 

AP Calculus BC is an extension of AP Calculus AB rather than an enhancement. The course emphasizes a multi-representational 

approach to calculus, with concepts, results, and problems being expressed graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally. 

Subject areas include functions, graphs, limits, derivatives, integrals, and polynomial approximations and series. The use of 

technology is essential to the student’s understanding of core concepts in this course. Each student will be required to take the AP 

assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. 
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All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

 

 

 

AP STATISTICS   G02H26    1 credit         Open to students meeting prerequisites 

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and Teacher Recommendation 

AP Statistics introduces students to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. 

Students are exposed to four broad conceptual themes: 1. Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns; 2. 

Sampling and Experimentation: Planning and conducting a study; 3. Anticipating Patterns: Exploring random phenomena using 

probability and simulation; 4. Statistical Inference: Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses. The use of technology is 

essential to the student’s understanding of core concepts in this course. Each student will be required to take the AP assessment 

created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

DUAL ENROLLMENT STATISTICS G02H49 1/2 credit  (3 college credits) Open to students meeting 

Prerequisites Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and ACT Math sub-score of 19 or higher. 

In collaboration with Austin Peay State University, West Creek High School offers MATH 1530 to provide the opportunity to 

earn college Math credit while still in high school. In DE Statistics, students will learn measures of central tendency and 

dispersion for descriptive statistics, estimations of confidence intervals for means and proportions, probability distributions, 

hypotheses testing, analysis of variance, the least squares method, and correlation analysis. This course is one semester in length. 

**Teacher Recommendation forms will need to be completed prior to registering for the course.** 

 

DUAL ENROLLMENT COLLEGE ALGEBRA G02H48  1/2 credit (3 college credits)      Open to students meeting 

prerequisites Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and ACT Math sub-score of 19 or higher. 

In collaboration with Austin Peay State University, WestCreek High School offers MATH 1710 to provide the opportunity to earn 

college Math credit while still in high school. In DE College Algebra, students will learn a study of functions and their 

representations with emphasis on the use of functions in problem-solving and modeling contexts. Topics include polynomial 

functions, rational functions, power and root functions, inverse functions, and systems of equations. This course is one semester in 

length. 

**Teacher Recommendation forms will need to be completed prior to registering for the course.** 

 
AP Computer Science  G02H44AP1                                          1 credit     Opne to 10, 11, 

12 

Prerequisites It is recommended that a student in the AP Computer Science A course has successfully completed a first-year high 

school algebra course with a strong foundation of basic linear functions, composition of functions, and problem-solving strategies that 

require multiple approaches and collaborative efforts. In addition, students should be able to use a Cartesian (x, y) coordinate system 

to represent points on a plane. It is important that students and their advisers understand that any significant computer science course 

builds upon a foundation. 

 A introduces students to computer science through programming. Fundamental topics in this course include the design of solutions to 

problems, the use of data structures to organize large sets of data, the development and implementation of algorithms to process data 

and discover new information, the analysis of potential solutions, and the ethical and social implications of computing systems. The 

course emphasizes object-oriented programming and design using the Java programming language.  

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced 

Placement [AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE   G03H00                1 credit    Open to 9 - 12  
Physical Science is a laboratory science course of the basic principles of physics and chemistry and builds the foundation to be 

successful in other science classes.  Students investigate physical science concepts through an inquiry-based approach. Science and 

Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Matters and its Interactions, Motion 

and Stability, Energy, and Waves and their Applications in Technologies.  
 
BIOLOGY I   G03H03    1 credit       Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  
Prerequisites: Any Physical Science or Chemistry  
Biology I is a laboratory science course that investigates the relationship between structure and function from molecules to organisms 

and systems, the interdependence and interactions of biotic and abiotic components of the environment, and mechanisms that maintain 

continuity and lead to changes in populations over time. Students explore biological concepts through an inquiry approach. Science 

and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Molecules to Organisms, 

Ecosystems, Heredity, Biological Change, and Links among Engineering, Technology, Science and Society.  
 
A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. The score will count a percentage of the second semester 

grade as determined by the Tennessee State Board of Education. 
 
BIOLOGY I/ HONORS   G03H03HN  1 credit                                          Open to 9, 10 
Prerequisites: Physical Science or Chemistry (or select 9th graders who have successfully completed Science 8 Adv) 
Biology I Honors is based upon the same general description as Biology I. Every honors course expands upon the standard course. 

 
CHEMISTRY I   G03H12   1 credit                                          Open to 10, 11, 12 
Prerequisites: Physical Science, Biology I, Algebra I  
Chemistry I is a laboratory science course in which students investigate the composition of matter and the physical and chemical 

changes it undergoes. Students use science process skills to study the fundamental structure of atoms, the way atoms combine to form 

compounds, and the interactions between matter and energy. Students explore chemistry concepts through an inquiry-based approach. 

Science and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Matter and its 

Interactions, Motion and Stability, Energy, and Waves and their Applications in Technologies. 
 
CHEMISTRY I/ HONORS   G03H12HN  1 credit                Open to 10, 11, 12 
Chemistry I Honors is based upon the same general description as Chemistry I. Every honors course expands upon the standard 

course. 
 
PHYSICS   G03H20    1 credit               Open to 11, 12 
Prerequisites: Physical Science and minimum of Geometry  
Physics is a laboratory science course that examines the relationship between matter and energy and how they interact. This course 

will have a strong emphasis in the mathematics of physics. Students explore physics concepts through an inquiry approach. Science 

and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Matter and its Interactions, 

Motion and Stability, Energy, and Waves and their Applications in Technologies. 
 
PHYSICS/ HONORS   G03H20HN   1 credit      Open to 11, 12 
Physics Honors is based upon the same general description as physics. Every honors course expands upon the standard course, as 

described in the Honors Courses section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 
 
 

 

ECOLOGY      G03H32             1 credit        Open to 11, 12  
Prerequisites: Biology 1 and Physical Science or Chemistry 
Ecology is a laboratory science course that enables students to develop an understanding of the natural and man-made environment 

and the environmental problems the world faces. Students explore ecological concepts through an inquiry approach. Science and 

Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Ecosystems, Biological Change, 

Earth and Human Activity, and Links among Engineering, Technology, Science and Society. 

 
ANATOMY / PHYSIOLOGY   G03H31     1 credit                   Open to 11, 12 
Prerequisites:  Biology I and Chemistry I 
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Anatomy and Physiology is a laboratory science course that includes an in-depth study of the body systems that maintain homeostasis 

from anatomical, physiological, and histological perspectives.  Subject matter includes protection support, and movement, integration 

and regulation, transportation, absorption and excretion, reproduction, and growth and development. Science and Engineering 

Practices and Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of From Molecules to Organisms, and Links among 

Engineering, Technology, Science and Society. 
 
GEOLOGY  G03H01                                       1 credit       Open to 11, 12 
Prerequisites: Biology 1 and Physical Science or Chemistry  
Geology is a laboratory science course that includes an in-depth study of the Earth’s history and changes over time, Earth’s surface 

features and interior, and the processes affecting life on Earth. Subject matter includes a study of Earth’s rocks, minerals, natural 

resources; and Earth events impacting the hydrosphere, biosphere, atmosphere and geosphere. Science and Engineering Practices and 

Crosscutting Concepts are embedded in the Disciplinary Core Ideas of Earth’s Place in the Universe, Earth’s Systems, Earth and 

Human Activity, and Links among Engineering, Technology, Science and Society. 
 

AP BIOLOGY   G03H10                1 credit       Open to selected 11, 12 
Prerequisites:  Successful completion of Biology 1 and Chemistry 

The AP Biology year-long course is designed to be the equivalent of a college introductory biology course. Students develop an 

understanding of biology through inquiry-based investigations as they explore topics like evolution, energetics, information storage 

and transfer, and system interactions. The course provides students with the conceptual framework and analytical skills necessary to 

deal critically with the rapidly changing science of biology. Each student will be required to take the AP assessment created by the 

College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. This course doesn’t fulfill the state 

graduation requirement for Biology.  

 
All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System.  
 
AP CHEMISTRY   G03H16  1 credit                     Open to selected 11, 12 
Prerequisites: Successful completion of Chemistry as well as Chemistry and Math Teacher recommendation 
The AP Chemistry year-long course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course usually taken during the first 

college year.  Students should attain a depth of understanding of fundamentals and a reasonable competence with chemical problems. 

The course develops the students’ understanding of chemistry through inquiry-based lab investigations as they explore scale, 

proportion, and quantity; structure and properties of substances; transformations; and energy. Each student will be required to take the 

AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. This 

course doesn’t fulfill the state graduation requirement for Chemistry. 
 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on page x of this document. 
 
AP PHYSICS 1 G03H27   1 credit                                   Open to selected 11,12 
Prerequisites: Physical Science and minimum of Algebra II 
The AP Physics 1 year-long course is designed to be the equivalent to a first-semester college course in algebra-based physics.  The 

course covers Newtonian mechanics (including rotational dynamics and angular momentum); work, energy, and power; mechanical 

waves and sound. It will also introduce electric circuits. Each student will be required to take the AP assessment created by the 

College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. This course does fulfill the state 

graduation requirement for Physics. 
All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on page x of this document.     
NOTE:  AP Physics 1 and AP Physics 2 will be offered altering years depending on student interest. 
 

AP PHYSICS 2 G03H28     1 credit    Open to Selected 12th  
Prerequisites: AP Physics 1 or Physics and minimum of Algebra II  
The AP Physics 2 year-long course is designed to be the equivalent to a second-semester college course in algebra-based physics. The 

course covers fluid mechanics; thermodynamics; electricity and magnetism; optics; atomic and nuclear physics. Each student will be 
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required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the 

College Board. 
 
All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on page x of this document. 
 
NOTE:  AP Physics 1 and AP Physics 2 will be offered altering years depending on student interest. 
 
AP ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE   G03H25  1 credit                     Open to select 11,12 
Recommended: 2 previous lab sciences (one life and one physical such as Biology and Chemistry) 

The AP Environmental Science year-long course is designed to be the equivalent of a one-semester, introductory college course in 

environmental science. Students will understand the interrelationships of the natural world through inquiry-based lab investigations 

and field work as they explore the concepts of energy transfer; interactions between earth systems; interactions between different 

species and the environment; and sustainability. The course requires students to evaluate resources, analyze and interpret data, and 

propose and justify solutions to environmental problems. Each student will be required to take the AP assessment created by the 

College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the College Board. 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on page x of this document. 

 

 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT 

 

WORLD HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY   G04H10  1 credit     Open to 9, 10, 11, 12 

 Students will study the rise of the nation state in Europe, the French Revolution, and the economic and political roots of the modern 

world. They will examine the origins and consequences of the Industrial Revolution, nineteenth century political reform in Western 

Europe, and imperialism in Africa, Asia, and South America. They will explain the causes and consequences of the great military and 

economic events of the past century, including the World Wars, the Great Depression, the Cold War, and the Russian and Chinese 

Revolutions. Finally, students will study the rise of nationalism and the continuing persistence of political, ethnic, and religious 

conflict in many parts of the world. Relevant Tennessee connections will be part of the curriculum, as well as appropriate primary 

source documents. Students will explore geographic influences on history, with attention given to political boundaries that developed 

with the evolution of nations from 1750 to the present and the subsequent human geographic issues that dominate the global 

community. Additionally, students will study aspects of technical geography such as GPS and GIS, and how these innovations 

continuously impact geopolitics in the contemporary world. 

 

PERSONAL FINANCE  G04H36                0.5 credit                  Open to 10, 11, 12 

This course is designed to address the basics of money and income management.  Students will learn how individual choices directly 

influence occupational goals and future earnings potential.  Real world topics covered will include income, money management, 

spending, credit, saving, and investing.  Students will design personal and household budgets; simulate use of checking and savings 

accounts; demonstrate knowledge of finance, debt, and credit management; and evaluate and understand insurance and taxes.  The 

course provides a foundational understanding for making informed personal financial decisions. 

 

UNITED STATES HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY G04H11           1 credit    Open to 11 

 Students will examine the causes and consequences of the Industrial Revolution and America’s growing role in world diplomatic 

relations, including the Spanish-American War and World War I. Students will study the goals and accomplishments of the 

Progressive movement and the New Deal. Students will also learn about the various factors that led to America’s entry into World 

War II, as well as its consequences for American life. Students will explore the causes and course of the Cold War. Students will study 

the important social, cultural, economic, and political changes resulting from the Civil Rights Movement, the Cold War, and recent 

events and trends that have shaped modern-day America. Additionally, students will learn the causes and consequences of 

contemporary issues impacting their world today. Students will continue to use skills for historical and geographical analysis as they 

examine American history since Reconstruction with special attention to Tennessee connections in history, geography, politics, and 

people. Students will continue to learn fundamental concepts in civics, economics, and geography within the context of United States 

history. The reading of primary source documents is a key feature of United States history standards. Finally, students will focus on 

current human and physical geographic issues important in contemporary America and the global society. 

A state end-of-course exam is required at the end of the second semester. It counts for 25% of second semester grade. 
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ECONOMICS G04H13                                            0.5 credit    Open to 12 

 Students will examine the allocation of scarce resources and the economic reasoning used by government agencies and by people as 

consumers, producers, savers, investors, workers, and voters. Key elements of the course include the study of scarcity, supply and 

demand, market structures, the role of government, national income determination, money and the role of financial institutions, 

economic stabilization, and trade. Students will examine the key economic philosophies and economists who have influenced the 

economies around the world in the past and present. Informational text and primary sources will play an instrumental part of the study 

of economics where it is appropriate. 

  

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT & CIVICS  G04H12  0.5 credit            Open to 10, 11, 12 

 Students will study the purposes, principles, and practices of American government as established by the Constitution. Students are 

expected to understand their rights and responsibilities as citizens and how to exercise these rights and responsibilities in local, state, 

and national government. Students will learn the structure and processes of the government of the state of Tennessee and various local 

governments. The reading of primary source documents is a key feature of United States Government and Civics standards. 

 

SOCIOLOGY    G04H14             0.5  credit                               Open to 10,11, 12  
 Students will explore the ways sociologists view society, and also how they study the social world. In addition, students will examine 

culture, socialization, deviance and the structure and impact of institutions and organizations. Also, students will study selected social 

problems and how change impacts individuals and societies. 

 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES   G04H17                              0.5 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 

 Students will use inquiry skills to examine the issues that impact the contemporary world. Included in the course will be analysis of 

the historical, cultural, economic, and geographic factors that have raised certain issues to levels of concern in our nation and around 

the globe. Students will engage in research and problem solving in order to better understand and assess significant current issues. 

 

 

PSYCHOLOGY   G04H15                  0.5 credit           Open to 10, 11, 12 

 Students will study the development of scientific attitudes and skills, including critical thinking, problem solving, and scientific 

methodology. Students will also examine the structure and function of the nervous system in human and non-human animals, the 

processes of sensation and perception, and life span development. Students will study social cognition, influence, and relations. 

Students will examine social and cultural diversity and diversity among individuals. Students will study memory, including encoding, 

storage, and retrieval of memory. Students will also study perspectives of abnormal behavior and categories of psychological 

disorders, including treatment thereof. Students will elaborate on the importance of drawing evidence-based conclusions about 

psychological phenomena and gain knowledge on a wide array of issues on both individual and global levels. Throughout the course, 

students will examine connections between content areas within psychology and relate psychological knowledge to everyday life. 

Students will explore the variety of careers available to those who study psychology. 

 

 AP UNITED STATES HISTORY   G04H21  1 credit                Open to 11 

This course is designed to provide students with the analytic skills and factual knowledge necessary to deal critically with the 

problems and materials in U.S. history. The program prepares students for intermediate and advanced college courses by making 

demands upon them equivalent to those made by full-year introductory college courses. Students should learn to assess historical 

materials—their relevance to a given interpretive problem, reliability, and importance—and to weigh the evidence and interpretations 

presented in historical scholarship. An AP U.S. History course should thus develop the skills necessary to arrive at conclusions on the 

basis of an informed judgment and to present reasons and evidence clearly and persuasively in essay format.  Each student will be 

required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the 

College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

AP GOVERNMENT & POLITICS   G04H26                                 1 credit           Open to 10, 11, 12 

This course will give students an analytical perspective on government and politics in the United States. This course includes both the 

study of general concepts used to interpret U.S. government and politics and the analysis of specific examples. It also requires 

familiarity with the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute U.S. government and politics. Students successfully 

completing this course will be able to: 

• know important facts, concepts, and theories pertaining to U.S. government and politics 

• understand typical patterns of political processes and behavior and their consequences (including the components of political 

behavior, the principles used to explain or justify various government structures and procedures, and the political effects of these 

structures and procedures) 
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• analyze and interpret basic data relevant to U.S. government and politics (including data presented in charts, tables, and other 

formats) 

• critically analyze relevant theories and concepts, apply them appropriately, and develop their connections across the curriculum. 

 

Each student will be required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is 

determined by the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

 

AP EUROPEAN HISTORY SINCE 1450  G04H22  1 credit                    Open to 9, 10, 11, 12 

This course introduces students to cultural, economic, political, and social developments that played a fundamental role in shaping the 

world in which they live. Without this knowledge, we would lack the context for understanding the development of contemporary 

institutions, the role of continuity and change in present-day society and politics, and the evolution of current forms of artistic 

expression and intellectual discourse. In addition to providing a basic narrative of events and movements, the goals of AP European 

History are to develop (a) an understanding of some of the principal themes in modern European history (b) an ability to analyze 

historical evidence and historical interpretation (c) an ability to express historical understanding in writing.  Each student will be 

required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by the 

College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

 

AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY   G04H30   1 credit                   Open to 9, 10, 11, 12 

This course introduces students to the systematic study of patterns and processes that have shaped human understanding, use, and 

alteration of Earth’s surface. Students employ spatial concepts and landscape analysis to examine human social organization and its 

environmental consequences. They also learn about the methods and tools geographers use in their science and practice.  Each student 

will be required to take the AP assessment created by the College Entrance Examination Board. The cost of the exam is determined by 

the College Board. 

 

All AP courses are based upon a common foundation of information from the College Board’s AP program itself, the State of 

Tennessee, and the Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. This essential information is located in the Advanced Placement 

[AP] section on pages xiv-xv of this document. 

 

WORLD LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 

 

SPANISH I G24H04    1 credit   Open to 9, 10 or other as needed 

This course emphasizes the development of a solid foundation of communicative skills in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.  

Hispanic culture is taught in context throughout the course.  

 

SPANISH II G24H05   1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 

This course expands upon the listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills developed in Spanish I.  Students will be able to read 

longer narratives and understand main points in conversations and oral stories through the development of an expanded vocabulary 

and extension of grammar mastery.  An understanding of Hispanic culture and its influence on the U.S. and world is expanded.   

 

SPANISH III  G24H06                              1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 
Prerequisite: 85% or better in Spanish II and teacher recommendation  
Students will explore deeper grammatical areas when using the language in context and vocabulary units, such as slang, while also 

focusing on language necessary in the real world. Literature will continue to be integrated in order for students to demonstrate a higher 

level of fluency in the four major areas of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. At this level, students will be expected to converse 

in Spanish daily, produce major products in Spanish, and analyze literature pieces in Spanish. While culture is integrated throughout 

the course as applicable and relevant, the history, geography, and government of Spanish-speaking countries will be the focus at this 

highest level. 
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AP SPANISH  G24H08   1 Credit    Open to 11, 12 

 
 The AP®Spanish Language and Culture course is a rigorous course taught exclusively in Spanish that requires students to improve 

their proficiency across the three modes of communication. The course focuses on the integration of authentic resources including 

online print, audio, and audiovisual resources,as well as traditional print resources that include literature, essays, and magazine and 

newspaper articles,and also a combination of visual/print resources such as charts, tables, and graphs,all with the goal of providing a 

diverse learning experience. Students communicate using rich, advancedvocabulary and linguistic structures as they build proficiency 

in all modes of communication toward the pre-advanced level. Central to communication is the following premise from theCollege 

Board'sCurriculum Framework:"When communicating, students in the AP®Spanish Language and Culture course demonstrate an 

understanding of the culture(s), incorporate interdisciplinary topics (Connections), make comparisons between the native language and 

the target language and between cultures (Comparisons), and use the target language in real-life settings (Communities)." 

 

GERMAN I G24H29                            1 credit   Open to 9, 10 or other as needed 
This course emphasizes the development of a solid foundation of communicative skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing.  

German culture is taught in context throughout the course.  

 

 

GERMAN II G24H30               1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 

This course expands upon the listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills developed in German I.  Students will be able to read 

longer narratives and understand main points in conversations and oral stories through the development of an expanded vocabulary 

and extension of grammar mastery.  An understanding of German culture and its influence on the U.S. and world is expanded.   

 

LATIN I    G24H13   1 credit    Open to 9, 10, 11, 12 
This course introduces students to basic Latin grammar and vocabulary, as well as to the fundamentals of Roman history, culture, and 

mythology.  The primary emphasis is placed on the ability of students to read and understand written Latin, but there is occasional 

practice in writing and speaking Latin.  Students learn to recognize and use elements of the Latin language to increase their knowledge 

of the vocabulary and grammar of the English language. The strong influence of Latin on other subjects is explored through 

comparisons to areas such as science, math, and history. Students are eligible to join the Junior Classical League (JCL) and participate 

in competitions at the local, state, and national levels. 

 
LATIN II    G24H14        1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 

Prerequisite:  Latin I  

This course continues instruction in new Latin grammar and vocabulary, with the main emphasis on reading and understanding written 

Latin.  Students continue to explore various aspects of Roman history, culture, and mythology.  Students also continue to compare the 

vocabulary and grammar of Latin to the vocabulary and grammar of English.  Connections to other subject areas continue to be 

examined in this course.  Students are eligible to join Junior Classical League (JCL) and participate in competitions at the local, state, 

and national levels. 

 

 

LATIN III    G24H15                            1 credit     Open 11, 12 

Prerequisite:  Latin II and Teacher Recommendation 

In this course students will review the fundamentals of Latin grammar, vocabulary, and syntax. Students will learn and apply new 

grammatical concepts and structures, along with new vocabulary. Students will continue the study of the daily life, history, and 

mythology of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Students will read, analyze, and interpret Latin literature from historical, dramatic, 

biographical, and epigraphical sources. Students enrolled in Latin III are eligible to join Junior Classical League (JCL) and participate 

in competition at the local, state, and national level. 

 

LATIN IV    G24H16   1 credit    Open 12  

Prerequisite:  Latin III and Teacher Recommendation 
In this course students will continue their study of classical literature, both in Latin and in English.  Translation of both prose and 

poetry will be emphasized, along with the connection of classical studies to other disciplines.  Students will read, analyze, and 

interpret Latin literature from historical, dramatic, biographical, and epigraphical sources. Students enrolled in Latin IV are eligible to 

join Junior Classical League (JCL) and participate in competition at the local, state, and national level. 
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WELLNESS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION I   G08H00           0.5 credit          Open to 10, 11, 12 

This course is designed to help students prepare mentally, physically, socially, and emotionally to meet the demands of the future.  

This course emphasizes the mastery of skills related to personal fitness, individual sports, team games, and rhythm/gymnastics 

fundamentals as well as maintenance of fitness through conditioning programs.  Students engage in safe and appropriate use of 

equipment, proper warm-up and cool-down procedures, and positive behaviors in fitness, wellness and movement to develop 

enjoyment, appreciation and success in physical fitness for a lifetime. 

 

 

LIFETIME WELLNESS   GO8H02  1 credit          Open to 9 or other as needed 

This course provides students with a foundational knowledge of health and wellness practices and issues encompassing five standards: 

Personal Wellness; Mental, Emotional and Social Health; First Aid and Safety; Human Growth and Development; and Substance Use 

and Abuse. Each standard is addressed in a classroom and/or physical activity setting.  Personal fitness and nutrition are emphasized 

and integrated throughout the course.  Students acquire knowledge and skills necessary to make informed decisions regarding their 

health and well-being throughout their lifetime.  

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION II  GO8H01  1 credit                        Open to 10, 11 and 12 

Pre-requisite: Teacher Recommendation 

Advanced Physical Education is a rigorous upper level class.  This class includes advanced plyometrics and sport specific training for 

more physically advanced students.  This Physical Education class weight Training and Cross Training curriculum. 

 

 

FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT  

   

ART I    G05H08     1 credit                                     Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

Comprehensive courses enable students to explore one or several art forms (e.g., drawing, painting, two- and three-dimensional design, 

and sculpture) and to create individual works of art. Initial courses emphasize observations, interpretation of the visual environment, 

visual communication, imagination, and symbolism. Courses cover the language, materials, media, and processes of a particular art form 

and the design elements used.   

  

ART II G05H09     1 credit                                  Open to 10, 11, 12  

Prerequisite:  Art I and teacher approval  

This course is designed for students with an interest in expanding their Art knowledge and skills, with an emphasis on traditional 

processes and developing artist voice.  The objectives for Art II: Intermediate extends and refines abilities to investigate and respond 

to the visual arts. The objectives emphasize the importance of content, concepts, and skills involved in the creation of original works 

of art. The objectives introduce a chronological approach to visual communication and production, cultural context and art history, 

judgment and criticism, and aesthetics that enhance student understanding of the ways in which art functions within a multicultural 

society. Students will maintain a portfolio (physical and digital) documenting their accomplishments. Students will select 

representative work to take to the next level of study. By the time students complete Art III, the culminating portfolio will demonstrate 

quality, breadth of experience, technical skill, concentration, and growth over time. 

  

ART III G05H10     1 credit    Open to 11, 12  

Prerequisite: Art II and teacher approval  

This course is for students planning to pursue an arts related career after high school. The objectives for Art III: Advanced 

Intermediate continues the emphasis on development of abilities to organize and analyze visual arts content, concepts, and skills in 

creating works of art. The focus on art history, critical evaluation, and aesthetics is increased, and includes cultural and stylistic issues 

and creative problem solving. Study at this level affords students the opportunity to develop a personal direction in the production of 

their works of art or to further academic study in the visual arts. Selected works of art and other products will be added to the portfolio 

and carried forward to the next level of study. Students will create, update and maintain a website to showcase their work.  

 

Art IV    G    1 credit     Open to 11, 12 

Prerequisite: Art III and teacher approval 

This course is for students planning to pursue an arts related career after high school. Students are required to maintain a portfolio of 

work in preparation for admission to post graduate schools or art related job interviews.    

 

   

THEATRE ARTS IG05H16     1 credit       Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

Theater Arts I is primarily an action class in which the student will be involved in theater activities. The student will learn about 

theater and then produce plays.  Units of study are as follows:  pantomime, improvisational acting, writing scripts, lighting, costumes, 
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make-up, set design, advertising plays, acting, and directing.  Theater Arts I classes will produce a one-act play during the second 

semester.  All theater arts classes will attend professional productions throughout the school year.  

  

THEATRE ARTS II/III   G05H17 / G05H18  1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12  

Prerequisite:  Theater Arts I and teacher approval   

Theatre II/III is an advanced class focusing on performance elements and staging.  Students must have a firm grasp of stage skills and 

theatre knowledge in order to advance.  Theatre II/III students are dedicated to creating performances for a variety of genres; at the 

end of the year, all advanced students will perform one final show for an audience that focuses on the best pieces from the year.  

  

THEATRE ARTS IV   G05H19    1 credit    Open to 12  

Prerequisite:  Theater Arts II/III and teacher approval   

Theatre IV is an advanced class focusing on performance elements, staging, directing, and playwriting.  Students will use the skills 

gained in previous classes in order to step into the role of director and producer.  An emphasis is placed on script study and 

performance skills.  At the end of the year, all advanced students will perform one final show for an audience that focuses on the best 

pieces from the year.  

  

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC (BAND 1-4)     G05H81-G05H84 1 credit                 Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

Prerequisite:  Teacher approval  

This full-year class serves as the marching band during the marching season and performs concert music for the remainder of the 

year.  Students must attend band camp in the summer in preparation for the marching field show.  The band performs at all home football 

games, local away football games, competitions on Saturdays, concerts, festivals, and community events.  The class focuses on the 

development of fundamental and advanced performance techniques with an emphasis on standard wind literature.  Students are required 

to attend after school rehearsals and all performances.  The color guard is also part of this class.  An audition, held in the spring, is 

required for participation in the color guard.  

  

MUSIC THEORY G05H44    1 credit     Open to 11, 12  

Prerequisite:  Teacher approval  

Music Theory courses provide students with an understanding of the fundamentals of music and include the following topics: 

composition, arranging, analysis, aural development, and sight reading.  

 

GUITAR I   G05HA9     1 credit                                           Open to 9, 10, 11, 12       

The focus of the beginning guitar course will include the development of guitar techniques, listening skills, and music reading. Students 

will be required to perform throughout the year in class and in public as necessary.  Students must provide their own acoustic guitar and 

required supplies to maintain their instrument.  

  

GUITAR II    G05HA9    1 credit                                                      Open to 10, 11, 12  

Prerequisite:  Teacher approval  

This course is intended for students wishing to continue learning guitar. The focus is on advanced techniques, listening skills, and 

performance. Intermediate to advanced literature for guitar will be presented. Students are required to perform throughout the year in 

class and in public concerts. Students must provide their own acoustic guitar and required supplies to maintain their instrument.  

  

GENERAL MUSIC   G05H11    1 credit   Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

This course explores the different facets of music using listening exercises.  The student learns to recognize and appreciate the various 

types of music including jazz, rock, folk, contemporary, computerized, and classical.  Students are not required to have any other musical 

background to take this class.  

  

CHORAL 1 (BEGINNING CHOIR)      G05HA1  1 credit         Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

Emphasis in this course is on voice development. It is an intermediate mixed choir for capable students who have an interest in 

developing a foundation in music. This course also includes the fundamentals of music reading, part-singing, and elementary 

theory.  Since this is a performing group, students are expected to attend all performances, which will include occasional evening, 

and/or weekend performances.  

  

CHORAL 2, 3 (ADVANCED CHOIR)  G05HA2, G05HA3  1 credit     Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

Prerequisite: Audition and teacher approval  

Advanced choir focuses on choral literature both contemporary and classical. It is a performing group with several performances each 

year. Each student is required to be in the class and work independently on music outside of the classroom. Students are required to 

attend all performances and rehearsals, which will include evenings and weekends. There will be a required evening rehearsal each week 

during the spring semester.  

 

  

https://ccms-search.tneducation.net/Home/CourseInfo?courseCode=G05H44
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CLASS PIANO I      G05HA5    1 credit    Open to 9, 10, 11, 12  

This course provides students an introduction to, and refine the fundamentals of, music and keyboard including literature and 

techniques such as scales, chords, and melodic lines and may offer instruction in more advanced techniques. Formal and informal 

performances are typically included as well as experiences in creating and responding to music.   

 

CLASS PIANO II      G05HA5   1 credit    Open to 10, 11, 12 Prerequisite: Piano I 

and or Teacher Recommendation 

This course is intended for students wishing to continue learning piano at the intermediate to advanced level. The focus in this class is 

reading music and developing sound, intermediate techniques to prepare students for more advance techniques.  

CLASS PIANO III      G05HA5  1 credit    Open to 11, 12 

Prerequisite: Piano II and or teacher recommendation 

This course is intended for advanced students studying piano.   
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WEST CREEK HIGH SCHOOL 
CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF STUDY 

Students must complete 3 credits in sequence to meet the program of study requirement. 

 PROGRAM 
  of STUDY   1st year                        2nd year                      3rd year                 4th year  

Structural 
Systems 

 
 

Fundamentals of 
Construction 

 
1 credit 

 
 

Structural Systems I 
 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Structural 
Systems II 

 
2 credits 

 
 

Career Practicum 
 
 

1 credit 

Therapeutic 
Clinical Services 

 
 

Health Science 
Education 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Medical  
Therapeutics 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Anatomy & 
Physiology 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 
 
 

Cyber Security 

 
 

Computer Science 
Foundations 

 
          1 credit 

 
 

Cyber Security I 
 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Cyber Security II 
 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Career Practicum 
 
 

1 credit 

Audio Visual 
Productions 

 
 

Audio Visual I 
 

1 Credit 

 
 

Audio Visual II 
 

1 Credit 

 
 

Audio Visual III 
 

1 Credit  
 

 
 
 
 

Office 
Management 

 
 

Computer 
Applications 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Business 
Communications 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Business  
Management 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Advanced 
Computer 

Applications  
 

1 credit 

*Academy Must 
be accepted 

 
Law Enforcement 

Services 

 
 

Criminal Justice I 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Criminal 
Justice II 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Criminal 
Justice III 

 
 

1 credit 

 
 

Dual Enrollment 
Criminal Justice 

 
 

1 credit 

*Academy Must 
be       accepted 

 
Teaching as a 

Profession K-12 
 

 
 

Teaching as a 
Profession I 

 
1 credit 

 
 

Teaching as a 
Profession II 

 
1 credit 

 
 

Teaching as a 
Profession III 

 
1 credit 
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WEST CREEK HIGH SCHOOL 
OTHER PROGRAMS OF STUDY 

Students must complete 3 credits in 1 program of study listed below. 

 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 

Academic 

Students may take 3 additional courses in the areas of English, Math, 
Science, Social Studies, and/or foreign Language courses other than the 
courses already used for meeting core requirements. Remedial level 
courses are not included here. 

Fine Arts 
Students may take the combination of any 3 Fine Arts credits (Choir, 
Band, Theater, Visual Arts, Piano, Guitar, General Music) beyond the 1 
credit already required for graduation. 

AP/Dual Enrollment 

Students may take any combination of AP or dual enrollment college 
courses other than the course credits already used for meeting core 
requirements. 
 

Leadership/Government 

Students may complete 2 credits in JROTC and an additional social 
studies or online business course to meet the focused elective 
requirement. Z** If this group is selected, students may NOT also use 
JROTC as core substitution for Wellness, PE, Personal Finance, and US 
Government 

AVID 

Students attending a school offering the AVID program may take 3 
AVID credits to meet their focused elective group requirements. 
** Please note Students must apply, be interviewed, and accepted for 
this focused elective group. 

Intervention or 
Transitions 

Students may complete 3 RTI intervention credits or 3 special 
education transition classes to meet the focused elective credit 
requirements 

 

 


